Jeffrey Brock solely and exclusively owns all intellectual property and other rights, title and interest in and for the Services and Photographs he provides.

Jeffrey Brock has the sole and exclusive right to obtain trademark and copyright registrations, patents, and other protections in and to the Services of Photography. You do not acquire any right to title or interest in such property under this Agreement, by use or otherwise.

Accordingly, all photos provided to You through the Services of Jeffrey Brock are solely and exclusively owned by Jeffrey Brock. As such, Jeffrey Brock reserves all rights of ownership including but not limited to the distribution, publication, alteration, sale and duplication of any and all photos provided to You through the Services He provides for whatever reason in Jeffrey Brock’s sole and absolute discretion.

As a User of his Services, upon purchasing and paying in full for the Services received, You are granted a limited, terminable, non-exclusive license to use the photos and other Services provided to You by Jeffrey Brock. You are NOT, however, granted a license to sell, transfer, license, and sub-license or otherwise distribute the Services or Photographs, any component of the Service, or any products or services derived or developed from or based on the Service to any third party.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, Users may transfer the Deliverables associated with the Service to their MLS provider for the sole purpose of fulfilling the defined purposes of the MLS provider. Such transfer of this limited usage license to the MLS shall not in any way be construed as a transfer of ownership to the MLS.

More specific licensing rights shall apply to certain image packages provided by Jeffrey Brock as follows:

Image Packages carry with them a limited, non-exclusive license to use the photos, by original license purchaser in order to market the real-property listing for which they were purchased with their local MLS group.